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Tad Burzynski Announces Rise to NDA
Presidency at Fall Conference
By: Joe Coss

unexpected surprise. Tad will continue, for
the time being, to remain OSDA President
as well, with President-Elect Todd Young to
soon assume that position.
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Craig Nelson of Heraeus Kolzer demonstrates a
processing technique to an enthusiastic crowd

The Oregon State Denturist Association’s
2009 fall conference followed a format that
attendees have come to expect.
Continuing the recently revised policy of
holding a Thursday board meeting and
Friday-Saturday event, denturists from
Oregon and Washington gathered to hear
p re s e n t a t i o n s o n a t t a c h m e n t s f o r
overdentures, the use of computer assisted
design technolog y in prosthetic
development and had the opportunity for
hands on experience processing a partial
denture in less than one hour. The fall
conference also hosted an OSDA vendor
associate member trade show, allowing folks
to talk with company representatives about
their products and services. In between
were breakfasts, a membership meeting
luncheon and Friday evening reception
hosted by Joe Forster and Ivoclar/Vivadent.
But while conference format and agenda
were comfortably familiar, an announcement
that OSDA President Tad Burzynski had
ascended to the presidency of the National
Denturist Association (NDA) was an

Succeeding Maine denturist Paul Levasseur,
Tad’s tenure officially began in October, and
is set to run through 2011.
Tad is
enthusiastic about this new position and
shared his vision for the future direction of
the NDA. “I’m hoping to inspire the effort
to get other states licensed, create
additional resources for denturist training
and move forward from there.”
“My first priority,” he continues, “will be to
develop a template based on Oregon and
Washington experiences that will provide
other states with a proven successful
pathway and administrative foundation to
follow and build upon in order to establish
their own licensure process.”
Tad also sees part of his mission as clarifying
the role and tempering expectations of the
NDA. “A lot of people believe that the
national organization’s mission is to license
states, but that is not the purpose of the
NDA. I believe the NDA exists to support
and maintain the (entire) profession by
representing the interests of both licensed
and unlicensed practitioners.”
Also reported at the membership meeting:

• 2009 association membership has
increased slightly over that for 2008.

• A date for being considered an OSDA
“member-in-good-standing” in 2010 has
been set for April 24, the final day of the
continued on page 3
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From the President
Hello Colleagues,
Happy New Year!! My wish
is that 2010 is a vast
improvement over 2009
and brings prosperity to all
and that denturism excels
to the next level of
acceptance as a health
care profession in this
country.
I believe our primary focus at this time should
be increasing outreach to the public about our
profession.
There still seems to be a
misunderstanding among Oregonians on what
denturism is and what we do. I believe we can
change this through an advertising campaign
developed through the OSDA that tells
Oregonians how fortunate they are to have
the option of seeing a denture specialist for
there oral prosthetic needs. And we could get
a lot of “bang for our buck” by creating an
OSDA buying group to coordinate advertising
regionally or statewide. My vision is that this
commercial, whether by radio or television,
would be designed to guide people to their
local denturist via the OSDA website. I think
this is a great topic to discuss at our spring
board and membership meetings. Not only
could a public awareness campaign like this
boost business, but could also boost
association membership as a benefit.
Hope to see all of you in Florence, and
remember to keep the people of Haiti in your
thoughts and prayers.
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Spring Conference to Feature
Equipment and Supply Sale
Do you have unwanted equipment or supplies
cluttering up your office storage space? Would
you like to get rid of them and make a little
money in the process? Maybe you’re looking for
something at a bargain price. Either way, the
OSDA 2010 spring conference is the place you
want to be.
F l o re n c e d e n t u r i s t S h aw n M u r r ay i s
coordinating the first ever OSDA garage sale.
Here’s how it will work:
Call Shawn at
541.687.2050 if you have something to sell, and
she will give you a vendor number, and bring
your items (or good photographs and
descriptions of them) to the conference
marked with a price and your vendor number.
It’s as simple as that.
A room will be set up to display all of the
treasures and attendees can browse the values
at conference breaks throughout the two-day
event. Shawn will collect for all sales and
distribute proceeds to the seller at the end of
the conference, less 10%, which will go to the
OSDA.
“This is a win-win for everyone”, Shawn says.
“But remember to price your items to sell,
because you get to take them home if
somebody else doesn’t.”
Call
Shawn for ad
more
information oradto3x3
get 12/16/08
your
#1783_Ivocap
3x3:#1783_Ivocap
vendor number.
SR

Ivocap

®

PRECISION DENTURE INJECTION SYSTEM

Take advantage of the
Removable Revolution

WITH Instant Rebates on SRIvocap® Systems and Equipment!

Ivocap System Complete
(NA3700380)
NET 30 12% NET 30 $6,058.36

You Save

826.14

$

Injector Complete X 2
(530608EN)X2
NET 30 12% NET 30 $3,894.88

You Save

531.12

$

Contact your local sales representative or call us at 800-533-6825
to place your order. Quantities are limited so don’t delay.
100% CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED!

www.ivoclarvivadent.com

Prices valid in the U.S. only.
©2009 Ivoclar Vivadent, Inc. Ivocap is a registered trademark of Ivoclar Vivadent.
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Membership: Annual
OSDA membership dues
are $900.
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CONFERENCE
SCENES

spring conference. Those whose dues are paid
in full or who are current in a payment
program will be so considered.

• An effort will soon begin to redesign the
OSDA website to include a “members only”
section with information on product and
service discounts, downloadable forms and a
chat room for discussing clinical and other
practice-related topics.
Todd Young gaining
practical experience

This program has Nels
Hvass on the edge of his
chair!

N STATE DENTURIST july 2009:OREGON

Pharmacist Tiffany
Boehland reviews drugs
that affect the mouth.

Shawn Murray and Nels
Hvass visit with Alex
Galushkin of
Barbichenko Dental Lab

• A television advertisement promoting
denturism may soon be available for members
to air in their practice areas. This ad will either
allow for individual taglines or direct viewers
to the OSDA website for more information
and to locate a denturist in their area.

Candulor USA Joins Facebook
With the goal of being more accessible to
customers and providing easy access to company
events and information, OSDA vendor associate
member Caldulor USA is now on Facebook.
Candulor’s page features specials that can only
be found on Facebook, pictures of customers’
dentures created with Candulor products and a
calendar with upcoming events, ranging from
trade shows to local study club events.
Customers and employees are encouraged to
post comments on the wall, participate in
discussions or send the company messages.

• OSDA members, Shawn Murray and Dave
Dahl have been selected to sit on the Board of
Denture Technology, replacing Tad Burzynski
and Joe Hammar. In addition, the BDT will
soon begin the process of changing the
statutory definition of “denture” to eliminate
STATE DENTURIST ASN 2007 7/10/09 2:17 PM
language that unnecessarily limits denturist
scope of practice.

The Swiss Art of Prosthetics

A New Generation of
Composite Denture Teeth
Page 1

• Members of the OSDA board of directors
will soon begin exploring the possibility of
creating statewide denturist study clubs.

PhysioStar® NFC

The OSDA spring 2010 conference has been
scheduled for the weekend of April 22-25 at
the Three Rivers Casino in Florence.
Registration materials should be in the mail in
early March. Those with course or activity
suggestions can contact OSDA Conference
Coordinator Joe Coss at 503.705.2466.

For more informations please contact:
Candulor USA Inc. 7462 N. Figueroa St., Suite 104, Los Angeles CA 90041
Phone: (800) 436-3827 Fax: (323) 254-5146, www.candulor.com, info@candulor.us

STOP PAYING TOO MUCH

ZEST ANCHORS, INC.
2061 Wineridge Place
Escondido, CA 92029, USA

FOR PREMIUM HARDENED PLASTIC TEETH
JUSTI® IMPERIAL® TEETH

A slide from program on
CAD/CAM prosthetic
design

NFC®
NanoFilledComposite

LOCATOR ATTACHMENTS

made with a Hollywood aesthetic,
are comparable in quality to other
premium tooth lines with one
major difference:

THEY COST
LESS!
Made In The USA

Toll Free Phone: 1-800-262-2310
Telephone: 760-743-7744
Fax: 760-743-7975
Web Page: www.zestanchors.com

CALL 800.628.1437

ATI Products are Guaranteed

A Retail Brand
Division of American
Tooth Industries

for shades and molds available

AMERICAN TOOTH INDUSTRIES
E-mail: info@americantooth.com
www.americantooth.com

Oregon State Denturist Association
Newsletter Ad
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Communication Is a Regulatory Essential
By Randy Everitt, Director, Oregon Health Licensing Agency
First of all, I
w o u l d l i ke t o
thank the Oregon
State Denturist
Association
(OSDA) for
continuing a
successful
partnership with
Randy Everitt
the Oregon
Health Licensing Agency (OHLA) and Board of
Denture Technology in The Oregon Denturist.
Communication is an essential part of effective
regulation.
Having the opportunity to
communicate on a regular basis through The
Oregon Denturist is a great way to continue
the collaborative relationship among OHLA,
the Board of Denture Technology and the
denture technology profession.
My first few months as the new director of an
agency that oversees multiple health and
related professions have been quite an
education in the wide range of issues the
agency and our volunteer citizen boards and
councils address.

We know that the Board of Denture
Technology has proven itself as professionspecific experts who have helped tackle
difficult policy issues in partnership with
OHLA. But what do I as the “new guy” have
to offer?
Besides having more the 30 years of
experience, most as a manager, in state
government, I can tell you that what you see is
what you get. I have no agenda other than
ensuring that OHLA and our boards and
councils perform at a high level and achieve
our consumer protection mission by
successfully working with our regulated
professions. I also bring a lot of energy and
maybe a new perspective of looking at difficult
problems.
I believe that integrity is the first step towards
credibility. As we move forward, I hope we
can build on effective relationships built on
trust and a shared sense of our mission to
protect the health and safety of the public and
to provide consumer protection.

I have had the opportunity to meet with every
one of the 10 boards and councils OHLA
oversees and have been impressed with the
level of professionalism and commitment our
board and council members have shown.

While protecting the public, we aim to do so
in a manner that isn’t an unnecessary burden
on those we regulate. With that in mind, we
are continuing to review licensing fees for all
OHLA professions to determine the true cost
of providing licensing and regulatory services
and oversight.

I understand that the Board of Denture
Technology has worked very hard on some
challenging issues, from addressing concerns
over providing partial dentures to reducing
barriers to practice in Oregon for qualified
out-of-state denturists.

Thank you again for providing OHLA and the
Board of Denture Technology with the
opportunity to communicate. I invite you to
attend board meetings and participate in the
regulatory process as we move forward into a
new year and a new decade.

OHLA will continue to provide the support
and regulatory guidance necessary to allow the
board to maximize its effectiveness now and
into the future.

Find out more about OHLA Director Randy
Everitt’s background at http://egov.oregon.gov/
OHLA/news/
Randall_Everitt_Named_OHLA_Director.pdf.
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Denturist Profile – Grant Smith
Many Oregon denturists can claim to have been
part of the prosthetic dental profession for a
long time. It’s unlikely, however, that many have
memories or experiences that go back as far as
those of denturist Grant Smith.

From Grant’s view this technological evolution
would have a significant economic affect as well.
“The new technology was going to place
downward pressure on lab technician salaries,”
he believed. “In the near future large labs would
be hiring machine technicians for $10 an hour
to use this technology; people who really don’t
know much about the traditional craft of a lab
technician.”

Grant’s father owned a dental laboratory in
Eugene, and says his first memories of the lab
were when he was about four years old. The
practice was a
successful one and
A much more personal
eventually expanded to
concern was also
Florence. At 16, Grant
beginning to weigh on
was making dentures
Grant’s mind. “When
u n d e r h i s f a t h e r ’s
people talk about the
watchful eye.
Four
frustrations of their
years later Grant’s
work they often say it is
father was killed in an
that
they
are
automobile accident,
responsible for things
and his involvement in
they have no control
Grant Smith
the lab became a more
over,” he observed. “I
serious pursuit. The family sold the Eugene lab
think that is especially true for laboratory
and he moved to Florence, where he met and
technicians. I was experiencing this frustration
married his wife Dana, and ran the lab there for
and decided it would be much more rewarding
eight years. Eventually they decided to move
to work directly with patients.”
back to Eugene to reestablish a laboratory
While living in Florence Grant had developed a
business there.
friendship with denturist Shawn Murray. They
After 8 years of successful operation, where he
discussed the profession and what it would take
regularly did work for dentists as far away as
to become licensed. In the end, Grant enrolled
Coulee Dam, WA, Grant felt the winds of
in and graduated from the George Brown
change blowing and saw the need to make a
distance learning program. At the same time he
significant career change.
also worked with Shawn in her newly opened
Eugene office while maintaining his own
“Dental laboratories were getting larger and
laboratory business.
becoming more highly capitalized,” Grant
observed. “They were moving toward CAD/
Grant has had his own denturist practice for six
CAM and computerized operations and the
years, now operating out of offices in Eugene
technology was changing so quickly that smaller
and Florence. His is a two person practice,
laboratories like mine were going to have a
with wife Dana managing the office while he
hard time keeping up. I also saw,” he continued,
does the rest. About a third of his business
“labs were moving away from denture services
comes from 10-12 dentists. He sees between
to focus on the crown and bridge work is what
10-16 patients a day, frequently working from 5
this new technology was designed for.”
in the morning until 7 at night.
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Hand Fabrication of Teeth for Removable
Prosthetics
Gregori M. Kurtzman, DDS, MAGD, DICOI and A. Burton Melton, DDS, ABOI

Editor’s Note: The following article originally appeared in Denturism Magazine and is gratefully reprinted with
permission for its clinical content. The OSDA does not necessarily recommend systems or materials herein discussed.

Introduction
Fabrication of removable prosthetic dentures
(RPD) can create challenges fitting teeth into
edentulous areas when teeth have drifted or
vertical dimension has decreased. Prefabricated
denture teeth may require excessive grinding
to accommodate them into the space. Mesial
and distal alteration of the denture tooth may
alter the esthetics making the result
unacceptable.
Denture base materials have been made of
methylmethacrylate which is chemically
different from resins used for restoration of
teeth. This dissimilarity in chemistry does not
permit composite resins from bonding to the
underlaying acrylic. A new resin based denture
base material, Eclipse (Dentsply Trubyte, York,
PA) was introduced for full arch removable
prosthesis, non-metal base RPD and cast metal
base RPD applications. Because the chemistry
is similar between the Eclipse material and
composite resins used for restoration of teeth,
teeth can be hand fabricated for partial denture
applications when a denture tooth will not fit
the space available.

Methods and materials

A cast metal RPD framework is fabricated on a
master model. Additional spacing needs to be
provided between the ridge and cast
meshwork to accommodate the Eclipse
baseplate resin and ensure encapsulation of the
metal. It is recommended that a large loop
design be used for the endentulous areas to
provide strength to the overlaying resin
covering the ridges. It is recommended that
the mastercast be duplicated as fabrication of
the teeth will damage the cast.
The mastercast is brushed with Al-Cote and
placed with the cast frame into the
conditioning oven. The cast and frame are
heated to 55 degrees centigrade. The cast is
removed from the conditioning oven and the
frame removed from the cast. A segment of
Eclipse baseplate resin is placed onto the warm

cast in the edentulous area and the frame
seated so that it engages the cast fully.
Baseplate resin is molded over the cast mesh
till it is completely encased in resin. The
framework is removed from the cast and any
flash extending under the RPD frame away
from the mesh is removed with a scalpel. The
frame and uncured baseplate are reinserted on
the master cast and readapted.
When interarch space will accommodate a
piece of Esthet-X opaque composite (Dentsply
Caulk, Milford, DE) is placed onto the uncured
baseplate material in the shape of the cross
section of the tooth to be fabricated. The
opaque composite will aid in blockage of the
metal frame showing through the tooth being
fabricated and prevent a grayish tone to the
tooth. The master cast is brushed with Air
Barrier Coating (ABC) to prevent an air
inhibited layer from being formed during
curing. The cast is placed into the Eclipse
processing unit and cured for ten (10) minutes.
Upon curing, the cast is removed from the unit
and an acrylic bur is used to roughen the
baseplate and composite. This is done to
remove the ABC and create a fresh surface to
bond additional resin to. A shade of Esthet-X
body composite is selected and applied over
the previously placed opaque composite.
General shaping is given to the body composite
to create a basic tooth. Occlusal anatomy is
rough sculpted and the material cured with a
hand held light. A diamond bur in a high-speed
handpiece can be used to remove the tooth
being fabricated from any occlusal contact with
the opposing arch. A dark tinted composite
staining resin can be applied to accent the
occlusal pits and fissures. Finally, a translucent
shade of Esthet-X composite is overlayed on
the body composite with final anatomical
sculpting being completed. A hand-held light is
used to cure the composite teeth. The
occlusion is checked and adjusted as needed on
the articulator.
continued on page 7
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Eclipse contour resin is applied to cover all
exposed portions of the baseplate and cervical
of the composite teeth.
Festooning is
performed and the RPD is ready for final curing.
ABC is applied to all resin surfaces. The cast is
placed into the processing unit and cured for
ten (10) minutes. Upon completion of curing
the cast is soaked in water for 20-30 minutes to
aid in removal of the RPD from the cast.
Finishing and polishing is completed on the RPD
and it is ready for patient delivery.

“I work day and night,” he says, somewhat
jokingly. “I do all of my own lab work, and
trying to do it at an artisan level is difficult.
When manufacturing something that has
everything to do with a patient’s personal
image,” he adds, “there are many expectations;
some rational and some irrational. Those
dynamics can sometimes make it hard to satisfy
them.

Conclusion
Fabrication of RPD when decreased mesialdistal dimensions are present or limited
interarch space exists can create challenges to
the laboratory technician. Denture teeth may
be altered with an acrylic bur but often
esthetics become difficult.
Higher quality denture teeth provide better
esthetics due to layering techniques but this
increases the density of the tooth making
chemical adhesion with the denture base
difficult or impossible. Retention of the denture
tooth is often compromised especially if minimal
interarch space is present. Restorative
composites have been used in the past with
limited success due to incompatible chemistry
b e t we e n t h e B I S - G M A re s i n a n d t h e
methylmethacrylate denture base.
With the introduction of the Eclipse resin
denture base system, hand-fabricated composite
resin teeth can be chemically bonded to the
underlaying base. Hand sculpturing material to
form teeth allows the technician to adapt to the
space available and fit portions of the cast
structure in the space the tooth must occupy.

Author information

Dr. Kurtzman is in private practice in Silver
Spring, Maryland. He can be contacted at
dr_kurtzman@maryland-implants.com.
Dr.
Melton is a prosthodontist practicing in
Albuquerque and Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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We live in an age where denturists have to
convince the public about what value really is,”
he philosophically continues. “And you can’t
have a conversation with people about value
and quality when what they are really
interested in is price. I think that denturists will
have to continually bring the message to the
public about the value of a denturist in the
marketplace.”
In whatever free time he gets, Grant enjoys
bass fishing in the lakes around Florence or
restoring automobiles, specifically, 1936 Fords.
“I’ve got seven or eight cars right now,” he
says. “I don’t race them, I just like to restore
and drive them around.”
When Grant considers the future of
denturism, he is both thoughtful and wary. “My
biggest concern has to do with insurance,” he
says.
If dentists follow the path of other
medical professionals, within 10 years you may
begin to see more dentists coming together,
pooling their resources and negotiating
contracts on their own. I think ultimately the
denturist profession will divide itself into two
groups; those who partner with the dental
conglomerates and do insurance-supported
work and those who maintain private practices
and rely more heavily on cash patients.”

PO Box 38000
Florence, OR 97439

MARK YOUR CALENDAR
The OSDA Spring 2010 Conference
is scheduled for the weekend of

April 23-24, 2010
(Remember this is a Friday/Saturday Event)
at the

Three Rivers Casino & Hotel
in Florence, Oregon
Plan to join your colleagues for:
• 10 hours of continuing education
• The first ever OSDA equipment & supply sale
• An afternoon of golf, fishing or?
• Entertainment opportunities only a casino can offer!

See You in FLORENCE!

